PRODUCTS
Retail Price

Traditional Bacon Great Taste Award Gold winner and our best seller.

185g Pack

£3.39

Traditional Streaky Bacon

185g Pack

£3.49

Oak smoked Bacon This bacon is smoked in our traditional oven over oak

185g Pack

£3.49

Oaked smoked Streaky Bacon

185g Pack

£3.49

Staffordshire Black Bacon The local favourite, long cured with a superior blend

185g Pack

£3.49

185g Pack

£3.39

Wild Honey Bacon Incorporates clear honey to bring you a delicious sweet.

185g Pack

£3.49

Wild Honey Streaky Bacon

185g Pack

£3.49

Traditional Bacon Chops Thick chops cut from the Traditional Flitches.

250g Pack

£3.29

Smoked Bacon Chops Smoked over oak chippings.

250g Pack

£3.39

Bacon bits

350g Pack

£1.75

Gammon Steaks We brine our gammons to produce a juicy succulent ham

250g Pack

£3.29

Oak smoked gammon steaks

250g Pack

£3.39

Pancetta Block

300g Pack

£5.99

Traditionally cured with brown sugar and delicately salted to enhance the
natural flavours of our pork.

wood chippings to give a strong, earthy smoke for those who like a robust bacon...

of aged treacle and molasses sugar. This recipe originated in the 1800's when it was a
favourite of the local Potters, who would put their bacon, oatcakes and cheese on the
shovel in between firing pots in the kilns.

Farmhouse Bacon A popular and versatile bacon using a farm recipe with
a light caramel Demerara and salt cure.

Pork belly cured and rubbed with nutmeg nice and coriander.

SAUSAGES
Maynard’s Farm produce a wide range of pork sausages perfect for any occasion from
breakfast to BBQ and bangers and mash. All our sausages contain best quality pork shoulder
and contain a minimum 75% meat. We add a rusk, which helps to keep the sausage
succulent along with a blend of herbs and spices depending on the recipe.
All sausage packs retail at £3.39
Retail Price

Traditional Pork Sausages

410g Pack

Crackled Black Pepper Sausage

410g Pack

Cumberland Sausage

410g Pack

Sweet Chilli and Garlic Sausage

410g Pack

Pork and Leek Sausage

410g Pack

Pork and Marmalade Sausage

410g Pack

Pork and Ale Sausage

410g Pack

BLACK PUDDING
traditional rings in a natural casing with just the right level of fat
Retail Price

Whole Rings

£2.80

Half Rings

£1.70

